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By SUSAN BOHLIN
The High School Equiva
lency Program (HEP) at UOP
continues to rank among the
best in the country.
Angel Perea, former direc
tor of the program, said recent
federal Department of Labor
statistics show that, during the
past year, UOP had the fewest
number of dropouts (eight)
and the second highest num
ber of graduates (93) in its
category.
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Over the past three years,
eded by the Art depart the program at UOP has
ier hour and models must ranked first in the nation in its
d/or 7 lo II p.m. Tuesdays category in number of grad
ion contact l.arrv Walker.

uates (248) and fewest drop
outs (27).
HEP, established here in
1969, allows children of mi
grant and seasonal farm work
ers to complete their high
school education.
The students are between
the ages of 17 and 24 and have
dropped out of school, usually
because of lack of interest, ec
onomic reasons or problems
with family relocations.
Forty HEP students will
begin the year at UOP though
there may be as many as 46 on
campus at one time.
The students receive indi
vidualized instruction from
certified teachers in five main

Strike causes low
stock in grocery
By SHARON FOX
During
the
week-long
maintenance strike in early
September, not only was maid
service unavailable in campus
housing, but supplies in the
ASUOP grocery store were no
ticeably dwindling.
As a result of pickets
surrounding the campus, union
truck drivers would not deliver
goods. Grocery store manager,
Robert, llyerle. however, did
not go out lo pick up food but
instead clios'e to honor the
strike, unlike many other
individuals providing student
services, llyerle indicated that
lie discussed how to deal with
the strike with assistant
manager Joe Mclntyre and the
joint decision was arrived at.
The
decision
was
apparently based on a number
of reasons, llyerle felt from a

philosophical
point of view
that he should support the
union. It was also his desire
that students would become
more aware of the strike
through the inconvenience it
caused them.
However, llyerle did
accept shipments from non
union carriers who crossed the
picket lines.
He explained that he
should
not
mix
his
philosophical point of view
with his job to the extreme
point.
He also believed that by
accepting non-union shipments
he would exhibit a neutral
stance in the strike.
Hyerle would like lo
encourage students to talk to
him about the way he handled
the strike. He can be reached
in Hie ASUOP offices at 9462233.

academic areas: science, Eng
lish, literature, social studies
and mathematics.
In order to receive a diplo
ma, they must pass a General
Educational Development
Test (GED) in each ol the five
subjects.

graduates in finding jobs or be
ing admitted to college.
Alva said that a concen
trated effort will be made to
stress the importance of this
aspect through the addition of a
new class this year, the World
at Work (WOW).

The High School Equi
valency Diploma carries the
same value of a regular high
school diploma at all schools
and colleges, and on the job
market.
The HEP students move at
their own pace so that gradu
ation occurs at different times.
On the average, a student stays
with the program 11 weeks be
fore graduation. Therfore,
approximately 130 to 150 stu
dents will participate in the
program during the year.

Dave Halferty, vocational
counselor in charge of place
ment, said WOW is a "class
room approach to what's
happening in the job market."

Jose Alva, present direc
tor of HEP, attributes its high
rating to "the overall commit
ment that UOP has given to the
program."
He particularly noted the
dedication of the entire per
sonnel office and gave credit to
William Barr, associate dean
of student life.
The federal ratings, which
involve HEP programs in Cali
fornia,
Washington, South
Carolina, Florida, Wisconsin
and Colorado, also consider
such factors as the success of

HEP students live on
campus in nine of the resi
dence halls and take part in all
UOP functions. One coun
selor, Joe Anastasio. said this
is an important part of the
"transformation" that the stu
dents will undergo during their
stay at UOP.
According to Anastasio,
most of them, for the first time,
will be exposed to a totally new
way of life as well as ex
perience a completely differ
ent sense of education.
The HEP concept was first
extablished nationally in 1967
under the Office of Economic
Opportunity (OEO). In 1972.
when former President Nixon
cut OEO, HEP was trans
ferred to the Department of
Labor and is now funded under
the Comprehensive Employ
ment Training Act' under the
Division of Farm Workers.

Debate on future of
Vietnam at Raymond
"The Future ol Vietnam
under Communist Rule" will
be the topic for debate when
two authorities with opposing
views battle wits Wednesday in
Raymond Great Hall at 8 p.m.
Ran Van Dinh. a noted dip
lomat under the Thieu regime
in Vietnam, will bespeaking in
opposition to the present go
vernment in his homeland.
Several years ago. he led
guerrilla opposition to the

1 rench and Japanese occupy
ing Vietnam. He now writes
and teaches in Washington.
In defense of the Com
munist government will be
Fred Halstea'd. a member of
the Socialist party in the Uni
ted Stales. Halstead was both a
senatorial and presidential
candidate on the Socialist
ticket at different times. He is a
published author now residing
in Los Angeles.

By SUSAN BOHLIN
At the ASUOP Senate
meeting Wednesday, Chris
Heburd. ASUOP social direc
tor. presented his case lor in
creased fundings. The overall
consensus of those attending
the meeting was one
ol
encouragement as opposed to
the less hopeful attitude gener
ated by Hebard in previous
weeks.
The suggested budget in
crease, was analyzed by the
senate as Heburd detailed each
of the financial breakdowns
going into a year's social pro
gram, beginning with the
"mythological $31,000 social
fund" us he put it.
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Grocery manager Hyerle
ASUOP grocery store manager Robert llyerle took a stance to
,,r the recent maintenance strike by not making arrange
""'its to stock the store with goods carried by union carriers,
did, however, accept shipments from non-union carriers
vi ho
• rosscd the picket lines.

"Out of $31,000. $8,000 goes
to dances and large social func
tions. Everything out ol this
$8,000 is completely struc
tured as lo how it is spent,"
Heburd claims.
In other words, it four
dunces were to be held on cam

pus this year, a total amount of
$2,000 could be used for each.
He went on losay that from
this $2,000, approximately $250
would be allotted for a sound
system, $150 on lights "if we
cut corners". $100 tor gratui
ties (food, dressing rooms,
etc.) and $200 for an opening
act.
However, Hebard made a
strong suggestion to cut the
opening act since a maximum
of 50 to 60 people normally turn
out for it.
With this in mind. $1500
would remain to hire an act.
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Inside a science class at HEP
The High School Equivalency Program (HEP) has been
ranked by the U.S. Department of Labor as one of the best pro
grams in the country. Under the new direction of Jose Alva,
Pacific's program had the fewest number of dropouts (eight)
and the second highest number of graduates (93) in its

category. Instructor Jose Juarez is working w bile I n s science
class studies. HEP has been established to allow children ol
migrant and seasonal farm workers to complete their high
school education.

Pacific sponsors Bicentennial Youth Debate
sectional championships in spring of 1976
UOP debate coach Paul
Winters and the newly formed
speech
association.
the
Dialectic
Society,
have
announced that UOP will be
hosting
the
sectional
championships
of
the
Bicentennial Youth Debate
program next spring.
The Bicentennial Youth
Debute (BYD) program is a
nationwide effort sponsored by
the National Endowment for
the Humanities and the Na
tional Speech Communication
Association.
With support from such

tabard's money request
sent to finance body

,s
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HEP -- UOP program ranks
among the best in country
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trate the issue by quoting two
pages out of a nine page stan
dard rider.
stressing the
lighter nature of this one. in
comparison to ' much more
stringent riders.
Some of the demands from
top
entertainers.
Heburd
explained, ipcluded 1000-wult
lights backstage, a brand new
Hammond electric piano, a
grand piano tuned to 440 A.
fresh lruil (in season) and red
and white imported wine lor
the dressing rooms.
With'these and many other
additions in sound and light
equipment, the rider would
"Any act
worth any
cost at least $1,000. bringing
money, with a recognizable
the total expense up to be
name, won't come in at $1,500."
tween five and $6,000.
Heburd stated. "Their start
However, with the con
ing price will be at least four or
$5,000, and this doesn't include tacts Hebard claims to have in
Sun Francisco, he would be
the rider."
able to roll that figure back lo
A rider, he explained, is an approximately $3,000. of which
amendment attached lo every he said no other school in
contract signed by a big-name California could or will do.
act.
see SENATE pg. six
He then proceeded to illus

outstanding Americans as regional areas, is comprised ol
William F. Buckley
Jr., states. The fifth and ultimate
level of competition is on the
Walter
Cronkite,
Barry
national scale.
Goldwater. Arthur Goldberg
The dates ol competition at
and Dean Rusk, the program
offers over $1 million in< each level are staggered so the
scholarship
aid
to national championship will
occur just prior lo July Fourth.
participating students.
1976. Students will be allowed
The goal of the BYD
to compete in three distinct ar
program is to involve high
school and college age youth in eas of forensic competition.
—Lincoln-Douglas debate
a serious examination of
is the first area with the
American history and values.
resolution "That American
They will have the opportunity
to compete on the local level at foreign policy has violated the
basic
principles of the
UOP in October lor the chance
Declaration of Independence.
to advance to higher level
—The second area .ol
competition.
There are five basic levels competition will be persuasive
speaking with 10-minule
of competition. The primary
speeches that deal with the
level is competition within
each individual school that early American frontier and its
participates. The second level influence on the Artierican
is districts which are com character.
—The third area is
prised of five to eight schools
extemporaneous speaking
each.
The
third
level
of
competition includes sections,
which each contain five to eight
districts. The fourth level, or

free enterprise in the United
States.
Although no prize money is
involved -at the local level,
students who advance in
competition
to
district,
sectional and regional levels
will receive small grants and
scholarships.
The total
amount ol scholarship money
available to competitors on the
sectional and regional levels is
$8,500 in each event.
According
to Winters,
chairperson in charge ol
, Section 1 which includes 46
colleges.
"the
MNational
Speech
Communication
Association chose speech as
the Bicentennial topic, as
opposed to art. music or
theater, because speech was
such a functional part ol the
sec Bf D pg. m\

$220.000 to UOP

HEW grant aids in

Applications
available for bilingual education
Forum head
ASUOP is currently seek
ing a new director of the forum
on national priorities. The di
rector, a member of the pro
grams committee, is primari
ly responsible for carrying out
the fall program and coordi
nating ASUOP-lunded pro
grams.
He should also be aware of
the Stockton community and
inform them about the forum
programs.
Applications can be ob
tained from the ASUOP office.
An interview will be arranged
with each applicant.

The U.S. Department ol
Health, Education and Wel
fare has granted $220,000 to
UOP for development ol a
teacher training program in
bilingual and crosscultural
education. UOP is one ol fixe
institutions
nationwide 1°
receive such funding.
Sixty students at the doc
torate. masters and under
graduate levels will be named
as teacher s aides fcacheis.
administrators and bilingual
program directors in gradu
ate level programs
This cooperative ellort ol
the School of Education. Elbert
Covell College and the Stock
ton Unified School District

(SUSD) will create a corps ol
teachers and adminislrators to
meet the needs ol students who
have limited English speaking
ability and who comet rum nonEnglish
speaking environmeats.
Participants in the pro
gram were recommended b> a
SUSD selection committee
which submitted their names
to UOP (or admission. All are
representative ol non-English
language groups and cultures.
"This is one ol the most
useful and meaningful things
to come along in a long time,
commented Oscar T Jarvis
dean ol the School ol I'.du
cation.
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versity.
McCaffrey, speaking at last year's confer
ence, said, "A greater purpose is to take a look
at our own university this year ahead and in the
future to gain a better insight into where we
are, what we are and what we hope to be.
Speaking on the current status of higher
education, he boldly asserted that "We could
easily accept the static state, hold the line and
say there would be no movement, no change,
no innovation , no creativity. I have always felt
that standing still is going backward. We must
be daring to move-forward, and we have an
op •*€ rtunity to resist the static state and main
tain our forward momentum.'
*
Let us hope those words were not taken in
vain by those who attended that conference.
This year's conference, it seems, besides delv
ing into "The Challenge of the 70s" (the main
theme), should take a little time out to assess
and analyze the past academic year in the spirit
of Mc Caffrey's message.
If those several people giving speeches
tomorrow on the various "challenges they
face in their respective areas during this de
cade could take a moment today to add some
words on the changes or innovations that they
have brought to or observed within the UOP
community, the conference would be that
much more enlightening.
The idea behind this conference is very fit.
It is an excellent period at the beginning of the
year to bring faculty, administrators and stu
dent leaders together to examine, as one
administrator put itpvthe whole perspective of
university education."•
Editor's note: Unfortunately, the general stu
dent body may not attend the*conference due
to logistical reasons. However, you will be in
formed of what takes place.

Personal dismay
at editorial
Dear Editor
I ant writing to express
my personal dismay at
your editorial entitled A
weekend to remember."
Since, unlike most of your
readership. I have some
knowledge of the events on
which you were supposed
ly commenting, I feel that I
must set the record
straight.
At a Thursday meeting
of the academic council, a
letter from several faculty
members was
read m
which they expressed 1)
support lor the mainte
nance workers, 2) a con
cern that strikebreakers
might be used against the
workers (including stu
dent workers) and 3) an in
tent to honor the picket line
if strikebreaking were to be
adopted as a university
policy. In addition to being
both prospective and condi
tional. this last also con
tained
u
clear-cut
announcement that if that
contingency were to be
come
necessary.
they
would make alternative
arrangements to meet with
their students oil campus.
This position was taken
and announced as a matter
of conscience by the indivi
duals involved. The refer
ence to the learning experi
ence which mighl bo found
lor students in exposure to
the strike was mine; it was
not in any way part of thai
letter or even made in the
context of the issue o re

C. William Callejas
Linda LeHoux
Kar|

ANTHONY BRYANT
Associate Editor
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The Second President's All-University
Conference will take place tomorrow at the
South Campus (Delta) Speech Arts Auditor
ium The purpose of the annual conference,
which was instigated by UOP President Stan
ley McCaffrey last year, is to bring together all
faculty, administrative officers and student
and alumni leaders from all three Pacific
campuses at the beginning of the year to
"consider matters of importance to the uni
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CORA seeks new, young leadership

fusing to cross a picket line.
While it is entirely possible
for individuals to disagree
about
matters of con
science,
such
commit
ments deserve to be treated
with respect: the members
of the academic council and
the other participants in the
discussion did so. The visi
tor who happened also to be
the editor of the Pacifican
chooses to misrepresent the
position taken.
to label
those
involved
as
opportunists and to lecture
them
about
their
responsibilities to their stu
dents.
Worse yet, since you do
not report the incident else
where in the Pacifican and
leave your readers with on
ly your mixed "facts" and
impressions, the end result
is that you slander not only
the authors of the letter but
the entire faculty. Every
student on campus.can in
fer from your comments
that his or her advisorprofessor is irresponsible,
etc.; you provide no way
for students or the profes
sor to determine other
wise.
It is not irresponsible to
be concerned about others
who work under less attrac
tive conditions than we: it
is not irresponsible to be
concerned about the ac
tions of an institution with
which
one is profes
sionally identified: it is not
irresponsible to share one's
concerns with one's col
leagues and to attempt to
translate one's beliefs into
action where necessary.
Any or all of- these may be
ill-advised or incorrect in a
given
set
of
circum

Two years ago a small group of freshmen
and sophomores discovered an ineffective
organization called COPA (College of the
Pacific Organization). COPA was created to
serve and represent the students of COP. But
in reality it was doing little more than existing.
These
underclassmen
rebuilt
and
revitalized the association, giving it a strong
academic bent through a series of ambitious
new programs. COPA has become a visible
organization largely concerned with academic
matters: faculty-course evaluations, funding
of academic endeavors (such as debate and
Model United Nations, funding of career
counseling, etc.
The small group of people who built
COPA made one mistake—they stayed small.
As a result, COPA now lacks sufficient person
nel. The original group which built COPA's
machinery is now upper classmen and can't
give the time that its machinery needs to
function. Too few people have been doing too
big a job and they can't do all of it any more.
We, the students who built COPA, are
looking for our successors. We want to find
another group of people who are interested in
making the association work. This time we
want to find many people to share the work so
that no job at COPAwill take inordinate time.
First and foremost, we need a chairman
and a co-chairman to direct all the

stances, but these indi
viduals must decide for
themselves.
It is irresponsible for
an editor of a newspaper to
use an editorial column to
provide slanted or false
information; it is irrespon
sible for an editor to ex
press an opinion which de
rogates an entire group
without identifying the
facts and/or individuals
involved . II you were as
concerned about your own
professional responsibili
ties as you claim to be about
the faculty's responsibili
ties, we might look for
ward to a higher level of
performance lrbm the stu
dent newspaper. On the
basis of your first editorial,
the prospect of a good year
for the students does not
seem bright.
Sincerely yours,
Gwenneth L. Browne
Professor of Philosophy

More dismay
at editorial
Dear Editor
On Sept 4, the acade
mic council held a special
meeting to discuss a range
of issues related to the
strike. The meeting was
also attended by a group of
interested
faculty.
byKaren Akerson. ASUOP
president, and by Mr. Joe
Goldeen, editor of the Paci
fican. who had introduced
himself as a reporter but
arrived apparently with
out note pad or writing
instruments.
Despite
the
com

s

organization's activities. These positions are
salaried and with two executives the work load
will not be unreasonable. Next, we need dir
ectors for faculty-course evaluation, election
and polling and publicity; these are special
ized salaried positions. Each qne of the direc
tors (including the present directors of finance
and academics) will need three more board
members to assist them in their work.
The legislative branch of_ COPA, the
assembly, has three vacancies out of 10 seats.
The assembly sets COPA's policy and budget.
Last, but certainly not least, a number of
seats are available of COP and UOP
committees. These committees are largely
composed of faculty and administrators and
set COPA policy in many areas. There are seats
available on the following committees: multidisciplinary (responsible for all aspects of the
l&l Program), winter term, courses and
standards (which evaluate petitions and
proposed courses), academic affairs, student
affairs, health center advisory and COP counci
(the legislative body of COPE
We have found COPA to be more than a
position, more than an outlet, more than poli
tics. We
invite you to investigate the
opportunity. For more information, stop by
the COPA office,(Quonset 2, Room A), any
weekday from 9 to 5.

I)on Compter
COPA Assembly person

WHAT'S

pitnon

plexity and emotional qual
ity of the issues, the dis
cussion was thoughtful and
frank. A group of faculty
sent a letter to the council
articulately
and
forlhrightly stating their views.
Karen Akerson read a
statement to the council
which also reflected care
ful thought and mature
judgment. Even where
participants
disagreed,
motives were not ques
tioned.
The tone and quality ol
the meeting is in sharp con
trast with Mr. Goldeen's
editorial in last Friday's
Pacifican. Positions are
misrepresented. Different
views expressed by diffe
rent individuals are lumped
together and attributed to
"a group of professors"
whose motives are then im
pugned. Mr. Goldeen's sar
casm and innuendo are not
sufficient to mask his
incomprehension
n nd
incompetence.
Mr. Goldeen is entitled
to express his views. But he
'would do himself and the
university a favor il he
would demonstrate some of
the
responsibility
and
sophistication about issues
which was demonstrated
by the student leadership.
Paul J. llaubcn
Department of History
COP
Waller Zimmerman
Raymond College
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For a while, apparently, the grou;
protected Manson from other inmates. I' FKENCll FOOD W

1,1 "K n"'nlh 1,1
return, he instructed the girls in his "family"!^
at 1 p.m.
in Grace Cove
provide sexual
favors
to Brotherhood t,-ee coffee will In
members who were released.
Now, however, Manson is said to fear th,
. T ,
, I,I
,
AIK HOCKEY Ion
Brotherhood wants to kill him. 'As near as wfllbie in the university <
can understand,'' a San Quentin official toliUheduled for Oct. 2 ;

us, "he's on the outs with them now. tournament is being
Aryan Brotherhood could be trying tosqueeztlirogr.im Council Heci
Manson out of the picture and take over hi
fami'y

"

,

,,

NEW 1.1).'S lor la
1 2 a.

According to our sources, membersottWay from to to
Aryan Brotherhood have been visitinfnl<>niiation.

"Squeaky" Fromme upon their release fror
prison. She, in turn, has been trying to us
'

7

101,5

o.

GUIDES A

how visitors fhc' camj
, ,
,hou''Per week. For inf,
of the puzzuhe admissions id 1ICC,

them
to contact Manson.
.
T,
These are the pieces
authorities have assembled so far. It remainst
be seen whether the final picture will depict
S(K;IA',Tt1) JEV
conspiracy to kill the President.
<m,^
'8nl Ll[ 7 p.m. in the

A i d F r a y : Concerned American Jewshav
cautioned Israeli officials to soft-pedal theirre Asuoi> SENATE
quests for U.S. aid. Too much pressure,th1 l'n<s<'"v night a, p p

Cit V f r °m

I gained 20 lbs. over the vacation and c-i,r,
Can you help?
'

A

•until
LUipmeniw-ill beco.i<n
der contracts.
The Aryan Brotherhood, officials believe.ve,-siiy Center Gallery,
has been responsible for at least a dozeiAnderson. A,U'^)°("1N
murders behind California prison walls,
the lniversity

Americans may start questioning, 'ciiro^M.)1>ANl)'\IEAI
8
vchiesctuy r,'„
example, why they should send Israel m°|>v p,ogl..ini —nning (
t an $3 billion but refuse to save New Yof lliN0|-sity Center.

)S@

2?

group as "dedicated largely to racism butalsc1'011'
involved in hoodlum activities, includingmui

Jewish advisors fear, could create a backlasl"

THE. DOCTOR

KYIilviet.

Ma'nson to Lyne.te "Squeaky" Fromme ^ sXgffJSS?,
•ii to all ci
Manson disciple who pointed a loaded .^"information
writ
format i'
Los
Angeles, t A
listol
at
Ford.
caliber piSe~.
• .. .
. am-.
Our sources emphasize that there is no
hard evidence of a Brotherhood-Manson,
i n l
r,
vow (National Do
Fromme conspiracy to kill the President n^,usness Haising
Nevertheless, an official investigation of f^^.on inn All worm
Aryan Brotherhood has been launched, blank* "iaybe_^
At this point, little is known about tfllK'k,on'
mysterious organization, which seems t(
scHOLAHSHIPS II
espouse a nebulous neo-Nazi philosophyble l0 undergraduateHi
California prison authorities describe th,fora Ph.D. Contact D.

economic collapse.

^

Or they may ask why they should pay^'unust
1
t e oil that Israel buys from Iran at the sam1
time that their own gas prices are going up

ri«gjstl',,1<.r

at 111

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger ^;,^LiUATIONS I„
suggested softly on Capitol ..
Hill, meanwh%0p' .li.lloiitioa nir
.1.— A.
Ulllf#*
tnat Congress cannot grant billions in militant
8UU1 unci
coord
ai to Israel and turn down the request
1°' T r K'ng Hussein, a staunch America1 MIK L)TFM
Under
nend, for a hatvk missile anti-aircraft syste^.
'""'at,,,,, ,."u' '• Ulhr
""es I,.,'" ' '""act

P u d d l e F a c t o r y : Several years ago, V*
coined the Dhr
trase 'Puddle Factory aS
*
synonym for the f e d e r a l b u r e a u c r a c y . A s • • ' " % .
..afS6S'1

e

wit:

\

term grows more appropriate. _

"Mi r ?n ^ay6< l975> President Ford called^/T'^^
e eral civilian and military personnel
srr^

j-jip

1
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A8r'culture

Depart^
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LY m i s c e l l a n y New promotional director and
CIAI
View
c h i e f e n g i n e e r join K U O P s t a f f
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UOP LEARNING CENTER is now ouon w, h..i. .
iireiis of reading writing and study skills. It vouVouW like
l0 improve > oui skills or need any kind of assistance with your
studies . contact the center at 946-2556.

with Joe Sp e

from the
Pit

(he

FLU SHOTS will be available to facultv wi.rr
.
at Cowell Student I lealth Center from September"? to the
em,d of the semester. Hours are from 9: 30 to 11 a.m. and 2:90 to
4 p.m. The fee is $2.

Two new members nave
J o i n ed the staff at KUOP. Dave
Harris has taken over the du

ties of chief engineer and Ross
Moerman has been appointed
to fill the newly created posi-

enls

:i
ed

SCHOLARSHIP appl,cations are now being accepted for
^.expense paid trips to the Oirect Mail Marketing Collegiate
lnstitute November 2-7 ,n Chicago, 111. Applications can be
obtained front Dorothy Mueekstein. Educational Coordinator
Direct Mail Educational Foundation, 6 East 43rd St New
York. NV 10017. Closing date is October 1.

t attempt to
thrown the
;y called the
e cult of 200

that
the
>s messages
er Charles
romme, the
loaded .45

there is no
xl-Manson: President,
ition of the
nched.
i about the
i seems to
philosophy,
escribe the
;ism but also
rluding mur-

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER has a job opening for a
assistant manager at $2 per hour ft you are
interested, go to the University Center director's office or call
946-2171 by Sept. 24.

Ross Moerman back at KUOP
Ross Moerman has returned lo the stall at KUOP where he will
assume the newly-created duties as director of promotion and
community development. Dave Harris (picture at right) is the
new chief engineer, responsible for the entire maintenance
and technical operations at the 30,000 watt public radio sta
Lion.

A WORKSHOP to train students in operating audio-visual
equipment will be conducted September 20 at 9 a.m. in the Uni
versity Center Gallery. The w orkshop will be directed by Scott
Anderson. Anderson Y Cinema program director. Sign up in
the University Center director's office before September 19.

:ials believe,
ast a dozen
1 walls.
jn with the
COPA COMMITTEE MEMBERS call the COPA office.
arities.
946-2304, to let the officers know if you are planning to retain
• philosophy your position this year.
ve for blacks
tiggers." He
DEADLINE for obtaining parking stickers for cars and
• Adolf Hitler motorcycles to be parked on campus is Monday. The cost is$5
per year for cars and $1 per year for motorcycles. Stickers are
2 best answer available at the finance office.
the group
FRENCH FOOD will be served the first and third Thurs
inmates. In
day ot the month at noon and the second and fourth Thursday
is "family" to at I p.m. in Grace Covell Dining Hall. Meal tickets can be used
Brotherhood and free coffee will be provided for those without tickets.
AIR HOCKEY tournament sign up forms arc now avail
able in the University Center games room. The tournament is
scheduled for Oct. 2 and the winner will advance to the re
gional championship at Cat Poly San Luis Obispo. The local
tournament is being sponsored by the University Center
Program Council Recreation Committee.
NEW I.D.'S lor faculty and staff arc being presented to

embersof the day from ltl to 12 a.m. Contact' Tom Ford, 946-2401, for
een visiting information.
release from
TOUR GUIDES arc needed by the admissions office to
trying to use

(CPS) While tuition and
the cost of living spiral higher
and higher, one traditional
statistical
marker for stu
dents continues to fall—aptitide scores for college-bound
high school seniors.
In the steepest plunge in
the last 11 years, average
Scholastic
Aptitude
Tests
(SAT) scores for 1975 gradu
ating high school seniors fell
10 points on the verbal part of
the test and eight points on the
mathematical section below
the scores of 1974 graduates.
The nosedive continued a
downward trend that has seen
the average verbal score fall 44
points and the average mathe
matical score drop 30 points
since 1963.
1975 college-bound seniors
earned an average 434 verbal
score and an average 472
mathematical score. On the
SAT's 200-800 scale, 20 per cent
fewer of the 1975graduates had
verbal scores at or above 600,
while 8 per cent had scores in
the 200-400 range.
O • i • • • • • • •• 11111 • i •

DAVE HARRIS

The SAT, according to the
College Entrance Examina
tion Board, sponsor of the test,
is "a standardized measure of
developed reasoning abilities
important in college courses."
Test scores are used by col
lege admission boards and
scholarship agencies to com
pare students from widely
differing schools.

from required courses in col
lege.
Also, some20 percent rank
themselves in the top one per .
cent in ability to get along with
others while 10 per cent rank
themselves in the top one per
cent in leadership.
In choosing from some 30
curriculum areas, the stu
dents showed marked de
ferences by sex. More than 25
per cent of the men chose
career preparation in busi
ness and commerce or engi

.While aptitude scores for
1975 graduates fell, however,
career goals and sell-conlidence as recorded in a separ
ate part of the SAT increased.
Roughly 70 per cent of the
nearly one million graduates
said they plan to complete an
The UOP chapter of Model
undergraduate degree, with ..United Nations of the Far
some 45 jler cent ol the men and West (MUN) is at work again
35 per cent ot the women aim recruiting students for the
ing for postgraduate degrees. coming convention in April.
While women reported less
MUN is designed to involve
ambitious degree plans than college students ol many wes
men. this gap has narrowed tern states, interested in inter
over recent years.
national relations and compar
About 60 per cent of the ative polities, in the interseniors repotted plans to apply workings of a major inter
for
advanced
placement, national body, such as the
course credit, or exemption United Nations.
Students will learn the in

neering , while more than 33
per cent of the women chose
health and medical services or
education
The College Board also
compared scores to family in
come and reported a correla
tion of descending parental in
come to descending scores.
Students who scored in the 75(1800 range had a parental in
come of $27,999 while those who
scored in the 200-249 range re
ported a mean parental in
come of $9,583.

i

see in last week's Pacifican that the movie
"Jaws" was reviewed being billed as the summer's
biggest movie. There's no arguing that. "'Jaws" is a
damn good movie—except that now I'm thoroughly
convinced that my roommate's goldfish are plotting against my life.
Coming from Southern California, I had quite a few
opportunities to observe many of the hard-core beach
goers clinging to the shore like so many steamed clams
scattered along the sands, well beyond the surf's reach.
Even the hearty souls who eventually did venture
out into the briny deep seemed to get a little clutched if
there was a large congregation of seaweed floating in
their vicinity, expecting a dorsal fin to pop up any
moment, prefacing their instant conversion into a sea
going ala carte meal.
All very well and good—the film industry seems to
be relying heavily on people s most heartfelt phobias
lately. Previous to this summer's shark opera,
disaster iilms were raging on all sides. Epics like
Towering Inferno made one squeamish abput enter
ing any structures
higher than the average"
MacDonald's, and "Earthquake" gave Los Angeles
another much-needed boost to its public image-ut the
very least, it probably sparked interest among many
Californians in owning property elsewhere. Say the
Antarctic, for example.
However, it would seem that all. these films tend to
rely on the more spectacular aspects of catastrophes
and assorted calamities. Why not dedicate a lew films
to the everyday, commonplace disasters that we all
have to face and that we all can identify with?
Which of us would not respond with a twinge of in
ner dread at the story of helpless pedestrians on Paci
fic Avenue, being pursued and run down by berserk
cruisers on a Friday night. Or, how about a chiller
based on the vicissitudes of dormitory laundry ex
change day, where the horrified participants try to
determine the origin of the stain they have just dis
covered on their sheets.
A searing tale of a mob gone wild could be based on
the bookstore's cash register breaking down just as it
begins to serve a line that stretches the length of the
store on the first day of the semester. Another morbid
scenario could be realized on the incidence of mass
claustrophobia at an open bar held in a basement.

Model United Nations needs 'delegates'

nun

volved procedures of such an
organization, dealing with the
policies of many countries in a
comparative political situ
ation.
The student will learn how
to work effectively in and out of
committees trying to resolve
current world problems.
The LOP delegation to the
convention will be repre
senting West Germany and
possibly two other countries, it
enough students get involved.

[Bourbon Street!
Liquors

Walton Raill. advisor to
the local chapter and a
professor of political science
(Bannister 204). should be con
tacted to obtain an application {
or answer any questions about •
the organization.

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
This Sunday there will be a * KEG BEER

S

reception for all those who are
ICE
interested in pursuing MUN. j
The organizational meeting
will be held at 3 p.m. in 13826 WEST
Bannister 210.
I

LANE 464-3886«

in

AM

ASSOCIATED JEWISH STUDENTS will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Mall.

can Jews have
pedal their repressure the|

After his graduation from
the university, Moerman pur

By TIM BUNCE

Our
Plan:
VUI College
VUIIK^K nan.
Jp1 a month buys all the bank you need.

show visitors the campus. The tours tftke approximately one
hour per week. For information, talk to Nancy orSlephanie in
the admissions office. Knoles Hall.

the puzzle
. It remains to
e will depict a

He was active at KUOP in
the early '70s, having been pri
marily responsible for the
inception of KUOP's broad
casts of the Stockton City Coun
cil meetings.

College aptitude test scores of
1975 graduates nosedive

SCHOLARSHIPS from Danforth Foundation are availa
ble lo undergraduate liberal arts students who plan to study
far u lJli f J. Contact Dr. OtisShao. W PC 111. for more informa
tion.

lid to fear the
As near as we I
i official told
m now. The
ig to squeeze i
take over his

Harris, a former member
of the student staff at KUOP,
Both Moerman and Harris
attended UOP in the late '60s
stressed they wouldn't have
and was the first rock, n' roll
disc jockey in the station's his had the job opportunities they
did if it hadn't been for the stu
tory.
dent staff at KUOP. Anyone on
He is now responsible for campus can get experience by
the entire maintenance and helping at the station. For
technical operations of KUOP. information, call 946-2330.
Harris also owns and manages
his own recording firm, known
as "Tape Worm."

Moerman, also a former
member of the KUOP student
staff, will be responsible for the
promotion and fund-raising
efforts at the station.

A $1500 GRAND PRIZE will be awarded in a poetry com
petition sponsored by the World of Poetry For rules and en
try tornis write to: World of Poetry. 801 Portola Drive Dept
2,1. San Francisco. CA 94127. Contest closes November 30
1975.

NOW (National Organization lor Women) is conducting a
Consciousness Raising Workshop October 17 through 19 at the
Stockton Inn. All women are invited to attend. Registration
blanks may be obtained at San Joaquin NOW, P.O. Box 4073,
Stockton. CA 95402.

sued a career in marketing and
public relations here in Stock
ton.

Harris states he is already
working on getting KUOP in
top shape and keeping it there.

weekend

NATIONAL POE1RY PRESS is sponsoring a poetry con
test open to all college students. Entry deadline is November
5 For inlormation write to National Poetry Press, 321<)Selby
Ave.. Los Angeles, CA 90034.

tion of director of promotion
and community development.

ASUOP SENATE MEETING is scheduled for next,
^ntsi'a-v

;i1 9

f-m- 'n l',e Uedw^od Room,

te a backlash.
for

ASLJ°P AND MEAL TICKET I.D.'S will be taken Monday
"'rough Wednesday lronF9 a.m. lo noon and from 1 to4 p.m. in
d Israel more i the program planning center, located on the first floor of the
ave New York 1"^l-sity Center.
'

'Stioninp

Bank of Americas College Plan is a complete banking
package just for students. It's simple, convenient,
economical and includes- everything you're likely to
need. Here's what makes it so useful:

SENIORS whcrplan lo graduate between now and August

should pay for l97<> must register at the Registrar's office in Knoles Ilall by
in at the same X ( n ' 1
,
ire going up.
_
of ASUOP Forum ol
Kissinger has „ APPLICATIONS lor_ the^ position

II mpanw/hil*.

1. The College Plan Checking Account.
Unlimited checkwriting for just $1 a month. With

Ni,,u,,u'1

Priorities Director arc still being accepted in the
' canwnne, asuop office. The dhlctor is responsible for carrying out the
ons in military all program and coordinating ASUOP-funded programs.

no minimum balance required. And no
service charge at all for June, July, August,
or for any month a balance of $300 or
more is maintained. You get a state
ment every month. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, saving you the
trouble of having to close it in June
and reopen it in the fall.

he request of
nch American
THE deadline FOR APPLYING lor graduate study aFulbriiiht-llavs .......
Program is Oct. 1. For
. Fulhright-llays
ircraft system. proad under the
ziiitiirnuitioii contact Reuben Smith ol the G aduatc School in
Knoles Hall.
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Lots of plans to choose from, all provid
ing easy ways to save up for holidays
and vacations.

7. Student Representatives.
Usually students or recent graduates
themselves, our Reps are located at all
our major college offices and offer
individual help with any student
banking or financial problems.
Now that you know what's in
cluded. why not drop by one of
our college offices, meet your
Student Rep. and get in on our
College Plan. $1 a month buys
all the bank you need.

3. BankAmericard?

; jj r-.-w.-r
.&)
.gt
-----

For students of sophomore
standing or higher, who quali
fy, the College Plan can also
include BankAmericard. It's
good for tuition at most state
schools, check-cashing identifi
cation and all types of purchases.
Parental guarantee is not required.
And conservative credit limits help you
start building a good credit history.

LOW RATES I
wW apply
on purchasel
SMITH-COWSHA

Manual Typawr"""

6. Savings Accounts.

Yours inexpensively. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.

..."

"

ADDING

A Bank of America specialty. Complete details are
available from any of our Student Loan Offices.

%

the I

n t e d , " it s t a t e d ,

5. Educational Loans.

2. Personalized Checks.

•

" / f/f..'

Service

Fhe balloting is'
es

v?*""

4. Overdraft Protection.
Our Instant Cash helps you avoid bounced checks,
by covering all your checks up to the limit of your
available BankAmericard credit.

n.

-

Y4

mm

Depend on us. More
California college
students do.

BANKOF AMERICA

Student Spetlel

• Mum

Wfnw-w-ftBi

3 month* for »20
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Defense makes big ploys
By JEFF METZGER
The UOP Tigers, with a
win under their belts, go big
time this week as they travel to
Tucson for a meeting wi
nationally ranked Arizona.
The Wildcats, ranked as
high as ninth nationally by
Snorts Illustrated will be host
ing Pacific in their season
opener tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
Pacific is now 1-0-1 for the
season after beating Davis last
Saturday 31-13 before 11,451 at
the stadium. A big-play de
fense in the first half and a ballcontrol offense in the second
half
were the keys to the
Tigers' first win.

Defense in action
l)u\ is quarterback Dan Carmazzi manages to set off his pass

despite
others.

fierce rush by Tiger Chuck Orrison (no. 64) and

In Arizona, UOP will be
facing a team that was picked
17th by the Associated Press,
18th by Playboy,
17th by
Football News, 16th by
Football Roundup and 13th by
Street and Smith's. The Wild
cats feature one of the best sets
of receivers in the country,
along with'a quarterback that
ranked seventh in total of
fense in 1974 and eighth in 1973.
Tiger head coach Chester
Caddas feels his club will be
lacing the second best team of
his coaching career here. The
top club was the 1972 Louisiana
State 11, which was ranked as

half, the Tigers made th
of the big plays when1
the top team in the cou"1^ *
l
Sports Illustrated
jumped out to a 7-0 ead in that
game, but eventually lost. 3

Heinrich blocked a p

Tiger boss said.
that they
The reason
twasTwo very big Plays
KC?he i defense and two
by thC
the takes
uge_ w
the DaVis oiby
by the
Davis oibig ^The ^st occurred at the
fense. T h e i ^
second
beginning "* :s ahead 3.0.

Quarterback Bruce Hill
leads the Wildcats' and his
passing statistics (133 lor 249
yards, 1,814 yards) in 1974
qUaSWAg .es had first and
g
were impressive. Wide re
the Pacific one and,
ceiver Theopolis "T" Bell is
one of the nation's best and his
mate, Scott Piper, is not far be
hind. The duo combined for 99 Dan Carmazzi
catches a year ago.
hand .If «« Paci,ic
"This game is a tremen
dous challenge for a program COV WUh 3:23 let. in
"ret
of our size to be able to take on a
program
the size of Ari
zona's," commented Caddas.
- "We are very impressed
with them. I think all the ad
vance ratings they got, they de
served. We are going to make a
real effort to knock them oil.
"We are not physically outmanned by them, and il we
have any advantage, it would
be that we have already played
two games, while this is then
opener."
Caddas feels the Tigers
will reach an emotional peak
for this week's game, some
thing they lacked last week against Davis. They played a
/ery sluggish first hall, but
somehow found themselves
ahead 14-3 at halftime. "We

13

reserve lineman John PJ
picked up the loose ba
rambled 18 yards to ,Seo
A minute later, pi
attacked again when jT
Cummings
intereewJ|
Carmazzi pass and rat
yards lor a touchdown '
the conversion the Tiger]
suddenly turned the
around, 14-3.

Davis began driving
next possession and ha
down on the Pacific 12,
see FOOTBALL

SPORTSStanding
IOP at

'Mo' England,
one of the
country's best
Each fall, as the various
collegiate teams prepare lor
the upcoming season, the
coaching staffs on every club
usually have someone in mind
they want to push for some kind
of postseason honors, whether
it be Ail-American, or Allconference. This year, the
names of Archie Griffin, Joe

MORRISON ENGLAND
Washington and Craig Pen
rose can be seen on most of the
Ail-American lists.
At UOP. Chester Caddas
and his staff also have an AilAmerican. And if Caddas did
not want to promote Morrison
England for the honors he
should receive come Decem
ber, there are enough oppos
ing coaches to give the senior
offensive guard enough of the
praise he deserves.
England, last year's
strong-side offensive tackle, is

n.

*

By

ALISON BAKNV

sun
the
|pui'ing
drama dt
bnths the
Li here on the Stockton

fnot -simP'y d0M '
Ives in from May 10 \
is™a,]y
The truth

making the switch toguarfk Ua. Columbia, t ali
season. Regardlessolh,shes
tion. Sporting News, a J hjs summer markc
newspaper Irom St. k conSecutive season
rates "Mo" as one o(t)c'
top offensive linemen ii
country.
In the UOP year)
opposing coaches Claudt il0ni pg- lour
bert of San Diego State. \VC
struck
Howard of Long Beaeh jhtening
and Jim Colletto. UOP's (finning back Keith
sive line coach last gmbled and Cummmt
(currently at Fullerton Sjvered to cm
in
have nothing but goodtfc Pacific scored 10 po
say about Morrison ani» third quarter as Job
sidekick
Mel
Vi,an ran 20 yards to scor
Caddas of course, kqy through the period
the ability oi his star ttidriguez added a fieli
than anyone. "Morrisoncar minutes later,
as good an offensive lina Davis gol back inl
as there is in America. ort,test by adding 10
ever has been."
nts in
ins
111 the
1 first six mini
England takes all theft linal period, but
in stride "It s justaddedTcj 17-piay, seven 1
sure," he said. "1 ID Ive by Pacific, that let
think about it. It s still,-ake field goal, put tl
you do on Saturday nighl^ away.
counts."
,. ,, ,
W hat Morrison does! The highlight ol the
lf a 0U| Ih and 10 play
about is the delensivema[
m .\ '
i"".'
playing against each f. ggle 25 The ' igers
And the tougher theopiC'" goa'and Ertman
the better he likes it. ' een pass to iullbuc
When there's a 1™° *hlt'h was good
playeroppositeme.lknot So,.rl"lan thendov
going to play hard-norfthe llna' score,
ball. There's nothing!* 'There. „
know what he'll do." ngs
. , Ul ,vv"
Mo added that
" sa d r
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By ANTHONY BRYANT'

1 he true social season opened last Friday juglit
wasn 1 a dance or the opening ol a much ballylioocd llicatrw
perlormance. It was. however. .111 event which broughtM
ber all sections ol the student bod v. Itwaslliolioiw'peiH'
the LOP football season.
J" 11st ol all. we were supposed to lose the game and eW
one knew it (at least that's what the experts told usi.
eiond. Willard llarrell was gone: hut that wasuk.')
cause now there wereWw stars to root for 111 Bob Koran'"
Biuee Gibson.

•P

.rmK,V L1 \lbing elsu was as usual w ith the exceptional the
nge uniiorms as opposed to the black ones ol the D*'1
le ol years
UC-Davis is sometimes called Cal Aggies. I |)i«d
what an Aggie
made 11
it aa point 10
ask one ol
the Da'
,.i,.,„„i
,66 ie was so I maue
lto asK
ui i»1 ^bbie lo be exact 1. She
„• urn
lold me (as tb°ug.'
were
agl'k:ullU|,i
"What'theh.d?-M?Wl^ge) ,hat " ,,wanl
8U10ck "1 can afford lo seem naive;i-s
as our team
as oui team is winning."

„„

ouviShi,slhoi,1,,iw,

IJwd thi

<wu 'i'i1::,"',;,1,:;1:1;!1;1

$1 a month student checking.
Here's a checking plan thafs
designed especially for students. For a
dollar a month, you can write as many
checks as you want with no minimum
balance required.
You will get a statement every
month. And if you decide not to

write checks over the summer, there's
no monthly service charge at all.
We'll still keep your account open,
even if there's no money in it, until
you return to school in the Fall.
We also have a Master Charge
credit plan for sophomores, juniors,

1

'' « as ksulmg .-h.'.'*"1

•> $
ol hall

seniors, and graduate students. It
provides extra money when you need
it — a good way to build credit
standing. Plus you can have overdraft
protection on your checking account
at no additional cost until you use it.

llK.,I,I,,„»'»*

viewing the tiger i nwi . V ' " ""'v ui"""% 1,1
a M"v ''nhtz.cr |5ri/el.
' did. however
«'t. Tammv the Th lorvK'xv ">c tiger s wile tour
Jfunio. she iu!s\verc'cl'' '-( • U ,,W'
« "a>
Iul
Uger.
Girrnval!' I never liked asUi-"1

Wells Faigo Bank
Pacific Avenue Office, 1906 Pacific Avenue, Stockton
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Strong cast hi
Chric's 'Castle'

s made the fj,
iys when St,
ted a punt
in John Peae0;
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n when Ja '
intercepted

The People

Watcher
By ANTHONY BRYANT
I'm always a little upset when a great motion picture
comes to town and I miss it. 1 had already seen "The Exor
cist" (twice to be exact). However, during ils recent engage
ment here in Stockton it had a curious second feature. The film
was entitled. "Weird Co-hit" (dt least that's what it said on the
marquee).

By MARK VON CUL1N

> and raced
juchdown. VW;
i the Tigers h,
led the

an driving 0nj
in and had
Pacific 12 wh,
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The cast of Ten Little Indians'

B Standing room only for
at Fallon House Theatre
By ALISON BARNWEU

During
the
summer
(ninths the drama depart
ment here on the Stockton camus may look pretty deserted,
that happens' to all those
leird drama people? No. they
o not simply closet thern-

elves in from May to Septemier. The truth is many of them
.
, ,ick up and relocate them- itch to guard thijL
in Columbia. Californirdless ol his pos

; News, a weeklj ^his summer marked the
rom St.
uTSth consecutive season of the
nn! ' »
as one of the Ilouf
• linemen in tjj

UOP drama department pro
ducing plays at the Fallon
House Theatre. This year's 21member company presented
43 performances during July
and August. Twenty-eight of
these productions were per
formed before sold out and of
ten standing room audiences.
In other words, the summer
was enormously successful.
What is it like to be a mem
ber ol the Fallon company?
What is it like to produce two
musicals, one mystery and twocomedies all within 35 days?

I asked several ol this
year's, company members to
reflect briefly on their exper
iences this summer. Here are
their responses:
Janis Stevens - - "A true
theatrical exerience with a lot
of fun on the side.
Michael Nicholson -- "The
days were just too short,"
Lisa Churchill - - Every
thing's been said."
Patrick Pinney - - It was
artistically fulfilling and sex
ually frustrating."
Gerry Babb - - "Pal has
said it all."
Liz'Jaebs - - "It was the
most fun and most rewarding
time of my life."

Football

UOP yearboolj
ches Claude Gil |lom pg lour
iego State, Wayn
_,ong Beach Staii'ghtening
struck again,
etto, UOP's olTef unning back Keith Crooks
:oach last ye»umbled and Cummings re-

Fullerton Statff'"vel'ed 10 end lhe hulL
but good things! Pacific scored 10 points in
dorrison and hiuie third quarter as John ErtMel
Visgejnan ran 20 yards to score midof course, kn0jlay through the period. John
if his star betttRodriguez added a field goal
"Morrison canljour minutes later,
offensive linema Davis got back into the
America, or theiiontesl by adding 10 quick
'nloints in the first six minutes of
I takes all the pre^e [inal peri0d. but an 80,'s just added prgar(j n-piay, seven minute
aid. "I try not l|rive by Pacific, that featured
it. It's still whf
tieid goaf put the ball
iturday nights lh|ame away.

Thf highlight of the drive
orrison does thin
defensive man helasAa lourth and 10 play from
uinst each wet4he Ag§le 25. The Tigers faked
jher the opponent
goal and Ertman threw
1 screen pass t0 lullba<-'k Bob
e likes it
1 here's a gO»erraro which was g°Od 'or 24
siteme.Iknow helards' frtnian then dove over
iy hard-nosed focT the hnal stores nothing fancy,
•There
were two good
he'll do."
, .
hings that happened in the
led that agains ,ame .. sajd Caddas „In th
avis, which does L.,y part of ^
when

srl: wife™r

elense made the big plays.
ENGLAND pg. Ii|nd 'n tbe second half, when
1
; M* .
-i

the defense was tiring, the of
fense got the ball in the fourth
quarter and held it for seven
minutes.
"I wasnot pleased with our
passing attack. We did not call
enough passes and we're going
to have to throw the ball against Arizona. And although
the defense did play well, at
times they just didn't tackle
well.

Question:
What type of
play is Civic s "We Always
Lived in the Castle?" Well, it
was dedicated to William
Henry Pratt, otherwise known
as Boris Karloff. Question an
swered.
"We Always Lived in the
Castle" is the story of Con
stance Blackwood, a young wo
man who has resolved to live in
veritable seclusion in her
Victorian mansion in New Eng
land after being acquitted of
murdering her parents.
Karen Hicks does a fine job
of portraying the alleged mur
deress. However, it is Judy
Jones who plays Constance's
14-year-old. Her performance
as Mary Kat is a clever cross
between Tatum O'Neal. Linda
Blair and Lizzie Borden.
Her ejght-year-old step
brother is played by a real
eight-year-old kid, Johnny
Cheetham. Cheetham handles
his acting debut with surpris
ing control.
Lee Curgiie plays the plea
santly senile Uncle • Julian,
whose
flashbacks provide
background of the murder and
the subsequent trial. The most
suspenseful thing about Uncle
Julian was wondering wheth
er or not his wheelchair would

Farina
began
singing
when she was 13. She is wi
dowed, has had two best sel
ling albums and founded a
non-profit organization known
us-Bread and Roses.
The concert will be held at
This organization spon
8 p.m. in the Conservatory sors free concerts to shut-ins at
Auditorium and will initiate a hospitals,
senior
citizens'
year-long campaign to help homes, children's wards and
raise operating funds and other institutions,
publicize the diversity of pro
Other folkstars involved in
gramming offered by KUOP. Bread an Roses are Gordon
the only public radio station in Lightfoot, Judy Collins and
the San Joaquin Valley.
Farina's sister, Joan Baez.

-•option ol the new
' ol the last coup

es. 1 |jad no idea
4 one ol the Davis
me (as though it
"agricuitura
eem naive us long

In that game, Morrison
made the big defensive play
late in the contest, when he
sacked Spartan quarterback
Craig Kimball for a big loss to
preserve the victory.
England came to Pacific
as a highly-touted junior col
lege player from Sacramento.
After a year under Colletto,
who Morrison speaks very
highly of, he was better "Jim
drove him to consistency,"

ingcheersot their

Hen ol Alpha Kapnie the home team
land to jell you the
'Headers to shout •

!• A live 4110-pound
-A u as brought oilding too much like
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157 W. Adams Benind BaskinRobbins Off Pacific Avenue

STARTS FR1.

Honeysuckle Devine
—from peon to night
club Goddess—she
was in love
with a
bottle

A MILKY TONE NEWS'NC PHESENi*

ADULTS ONLY (G)
IN COLOR

•ever
-PLUS-

i
•
•

Saturday

ALL HARD-X!
explore the psychology ol

DAILY

MATINEES

*

CO MONAOHAN'S
MOM

tockton
«©ypewriterCo.

• Downtown—249 E Minor
• Lincoln Center North
• Lodi—107 W. Pino St.

Next to Payleu • • Open till 9 p.m. Mon. - Thur, Sat. till j

SeyvUtid Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies • Groceries •
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
I2S I. JAMESTOWN*
STOCKTON. CALIF. \

• PHONE 478 327S
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$33,500,000
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
• I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order — no cash, please.)
If you wish to use your charge card,
please fill out appropriate boxes below:

I•

1

••••
mmm
UaiAMIRlCAAl

Expiration Data
Month/Yaar
Master Charge
Interbank No
Credit
Card No

Jo
Meredith $

i
I
i
I

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

Name
Address

Jou Rstor
^

...

.

City

uuy

State

oicue

CfZGDff*-Maine residents please add 5% sales tax.
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UOP to open with
'Awake and Sing'
Here it is! Your one and
only chance to see a magnifi
cent production ol Clifford Odets'"Awake And Sing."
What's that? Well it's the
first productionof the UOP the
atre season. In it you can view
top UOP thespians. directed
by Dr. Sy Kahn of the universi
ty drama department, as they
portray the efforts of a Jewish
family trying to adjust to the
society that surrounds them.
The action takes place in
the Bronx during the early
1930's amidst the Great De
pression. Ralph, playedby Ro
bert Fairbrooks. w ants to mar
ry but is being forced away
front his girl by family ten

sion. Ralph decides though
that he must "Awake And
Sing."
The east includes Janis
Stevens us Hennie. Patricia
Ginter as Bessie. Michael Ni
cholson as
Myron. Robert
Scott us Moe, Ken Fleishouras
Jacob. David Itkin us Sam. Al
ex Citron as Morty and Gem
Babb as Schlosser. Produc
tion coordinator is Elizabeth
Jacobs.
All performances are in
the De Marcus Brown Thea
tre. Rotunda. North Campus.
Performances are scheduled
for Oct. 9. 11). 11. 16. 17 and 18.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. The cost
is $2 for general admission and
$1 for students.

Calaveras Calendar
Friday, Sept. 19
6 & 9 p.m. "Cameiot" in lheIDiversity Center Theatre
8:30 p.m. We Always Lived in lhe Castle" at Stockton Civic Theatre
Saturday. Sept. 20
10 a.m. Edgar Winter with Kick Derringef. Johnny Winter. Lynyrd
Skynyrd. Climax Blues Band and Earthquake at the Oakland Coli
seum
3. 6 & 9 p.m. "Camelol*' in the IDiversity Center Theatre
8 p.m. The Isl.ey Brothers and Kamsey Lewis at the Oakland Arena
8:30 p.m. "We Always Lived in the Castle al Stockton Civic Theatre
Sunday. Sept. 21
3. 6 & 9 p.m.

" Camelol1 in the I'Diversity Center Theatre

Monday, Sept. 22
8 p.m. Linda Uonstadl and Jackson Hron 11c in tile San Jose Cine Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

RENT—TO OWN

jjJEjtock

Latest from Hollywood: "The Return to the Planet of the
Towering Pink Ape Jaws Connection, Part Two" in Senseround!!!

Thursday, Sept. 23

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No interest.

en animal lover and find out

FIRST MEXICAN HARDCOREI

Included in the perform
ance with Farina will be Heri
tage. a folk group consisting of
Peter. Paul and Mary Barkett. The Barketts are from
Stockton and perform at colle
ges and clubs throughout the
West.

Caddas continued. "He yelled, goals for himself and "if 1
screamed and beat his head to achieve those goals. I'll be
get him to play the same on helping the team."
The possibility of a pro
every play."
As for the switch in posi career excites the big senior.
tions, Morrison enjoys playing "I have the desire and the curi
guard. "I can do a few more osity to find out what it's all
things at guard, fun things like about. I want to know just how
pulling or making trap blocks, far I can go in football."
Mo, you got nothing to
things that add excitement."
Regarding this season, worry about.
Morrison says he sets high
—J.M. •
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES

7?/jht atthe. I

"Truly Hilarious!";

2

£

cfomght and*

j

Mimi has given 35 benefit con
certs throughout the past year
including many performances
on
college
campuses
throughout the United States
and Canada.

England

"Be has great physical
skills," said Caddas. "And he
also has intelligence and a tre
mendous personal pride—all
of the factors needed to be
great. If he has one fault, it's
that he's too nice a guy.
"He has to get himself mad
to be able to play effectively.
He's a gentle person who must
force himself to get mentally
ready to play.
"Morrison's,
main
strengths are his mass and his
speed. He's got the speed ot a
lot of backs. He could even be a
good defensive lineman; in
fact we used him there lor a
few plays against San Jose
State last year."

mil down and 2:>U>
e leading the ye

ran Gay Miller.
As in all mysteries, the'
special effects played au
important part in the play, The
lighting and the sound effects
proved to be very interesting
but were too dramatic at times.
On the whole, the play
proves to be an entertaining
way to spend an evening,
thanks to the strong cast under
the direction of John Wiekham
(and the inspiration of Wil
liam Henry Pratt).

Entertainment

Highlighting a special
benefit concert next Thursday
for KUOP-FM, UOP's public
radio station, will be popular
folksinger Mimi Farina.

more stunting and use other
unpredictable tactics.
At 6-2, 265 pounds, Morri
son has the size to be an out
standing pro football player.
The most amazing thing about
him, though, is his speed. He
can cover 40 yards in 4.8
seconds, which is as fast as
many ot the backs in the col
legiate ranks.

game and every- told us),
hat was okay beBob Ferarroand

accidently roll too far and lull
from the stage. The blocking ol
his scenes was somewhat dis
turbing to the audience.
Assuming the role of Con
stance's cousin. Charles, Ernie
Wiles is somewhat miscast.
Wiles was not able to convey
the sensitivity which the role
demanded.
The cameos are handled
well by theatre newcomer
Edith Ridgeway and par
ticularly Civic Theatre vele-

Mimi Farina to perform
here next Thursday

from pg. lour

uyjiighT. No. it
lioocd theatrical
eh brought togeeltonie opener of

KAREN HICKS AND JUDY JONES
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I was one of the company
members this summer and I
didn't ask myself to respond,
mainly because it's hard to
describe Fallon in a tew words.
However, as company mem
ber Dave Eakin would proba
bly say. It was Kagul

"Again'St'Arizo'nS",' we c§nnot give up any cheap points
and our defense has to come up
with the big plays again. Also
the kicking game has to con
tinue to be as good as it's
been."
In other action involving
UOP opponents, San Diego
State continued to be impres
sive by shutting out Oregon
State 25-0. Long Beach State
won its first game by trouncing
Northern
Illinois. 24-17.
San Jose State had trouble
defeating Santa Clara, 13-0.
Fresno State, an easy victor in
its opener, was blasted by New
Mexico, 29-0 and Texas-El
Paso, the Tigers' next home
opponent (Oct. 4) was beaten
by New Mexico State, 31-24.

I'm one of those people who hales to see old traditions die.
One such tradition is that ol the "treshman joke.
You've heard freshman jokes haven't you? Ones like:
"How can you tell a freshman? By the nametag which reads:
hello, my name is Susie'
My favorite is "Did you hear the
one about the freshman who thought WillardHarrell was a Bill
Cosby character?"
Then there's the "hard core" freshman joke. "What's red
and swings? A dead freshman on a meat hook. " Then there's
the ever popular: "How did the freshmanburn his hand? Try
ing to read a waffle-iron, ol course! " And who could lorget:
"How do you gel the entire freshman class into a Volkswa
gen? Answer: By holding an orientation picnic." And every
one knows this one: "How c<fn you tell the freshman femi
nists? They're the ones with the braided armpits! " And last
but not least: "What's another name for a dead deal'-dumband-blind Polish elephant? A freshman.

£iiiiiiiiiii mumimiliiiiiiiiiuiiii,,,,,,,!,,i,,i,mi,llllmmillll|l||||l
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Gay People's Union Meeting—Cull 466-1496 (or location
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New Adviser

More degrees
in science, art

The course to Italy will in
clude such spots as Florence,
Rome and Naples-Ischia.

The program also will
The
interdisciplinary
enable students to prepare lor
degree programs offer a ,
graduate work on math or
bachelor of science degree in
physics.
chemistry-biology and ap
plied
mathematics-physics.
The new degree requires
eight
math courses and seven
The
chemistry-biology
physics courses. Previously
program is expected to be ol
the students could obtain a
particular interest to students
going into medicine. 1 his pro degree with minimal course
gram is not to be confused with work in the other field.
the major in bio-chemistry.

The program consists of
eight biology courses, seven
chemistry
courses,
two
courses in physics and two in
mathematics.
The M.S. degree in applied
math-physics will incorporate
some team teaching in the
upper division level. Another
feature will be laboratory
courses in math that will allow
students to apply mathemati
cal ideas to physlcul situations,
permitting them to test mathe
matical theories.
Douglas

B.

Smith.

The differences in the B.A.
program and the B.F.A.
program are clear. The art
major pursuing the B.A.
degree
will
have
the
opportunity
for general
exposure and a good, basic
program, while the student
preparing lor graduate school
or interested in a specific,
artistic endeavor can opt for
the B.F.A. program.
Any
students desiring
more information ahout these
new degrees should see the
professors mentioned.
Smith emphasized that
these new programs are
additions to the curriculum
and
will not replace any
existing degree program.

Senate
front pg. one
"You have to pay lor good
talent, whether it is six grand
at Berkeley. Davis or Stan
ton!. or three or four grand at
UOP. A $1,500 act is tin insult
and a waste of the student's
money because with it. they'll
get the same old stull they've
been seeing for years, and the
turnout just isn't worth it."
After an hour through
llebards report, a question
was raised to determine the amounl ol surplus presently in
supplemental student body
funds. Dan Nulley. former
ASl OP business manager,
estimated there may be an $1112.000 surplus, but he could not
pin down the exact amount.
\\ ith

available resou ces. the senate
concluded the discussion by
moving to sent llebard s pro
posal to the finance committee
for further consideration.
Other important business
that the senate dealt with was
the proposal ol a JoAnne Little
Defense Fund, concerning a
$500 allocation made on May 7.
1975.

Because ol Little's sub
sequent acquittal, it was
amended
Wednesday
to
rescind the previous motion
and instead allocate $1,000 to
bring Little to campus as a
speaker lor the ASliOP forum
011 national priorities. The mo
tion was sent to the finance
ol committee lor further study.

this possibility

•THE DESIGN of this
course seeks to provide the now
American an opportunity to
elaborate upon his quest for an
com*
American
identity,
mented James Shebl, organ
izer of the tour. Students will
be expected to take a written
exam on their study of four
books prior to departure.

The B. F.A. program will
increase the student's creative
experience while emphasizing
his major more intensely. Art
department chairman. LarryWalker, explained that they
have changed the entire
curriculum by revising some
previous classes and adding
some new ones.

• Students are under the
impression that this program
is only for pre-med, but in
reality this serves as an
excellent
background
for
students who want to do
graduate work in biology,
chemistry
or molecular
biology." explained biology
professor. B'uad M. Nahhas.
director of the program with
Charles
A.
Matuszak,
professor ol chemistry.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(•at
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ralph gallon's

41 BALLY,
PRODUCTIONS

presents

WHAT IS IT?
It

George Garrigues, newly-appointed professor of journalsm in
the department of communications arts and advisor to the
Pacifican has already formed a good opinion of UOP. "The stu
dents in my beginning class (in new sw riling) are a cut above
those at LSI." where he taught previously.

Experienced journalist
joins Pacifican staff
The new advisor to the
Pacifican began his 28 year
journalistic career as a copy
boy for the San Francisco
Examiner at age 15.
George Garrigues. 43.
newly-hired professor ol
journalism in the department
of communication arts, has
had vast experience -as a
reporter, public information
director, editor and teacher.
When asked to comment on
his field, he replied. I don't
think a student needs to major
in journalism. One ol the lea-

FBI

guilty of

publishi
ung
fake newspapers
(CPS)
FBI documents
made public recently indicate
that the agency published at
least two bogus college news
papers during the late sixties.
One ol them, the Armageddon
News, was distributed at Indi
ana University's Bloomington
campus:
the
other. The
Rational Observer, at Ameri
can University in Washing
ton. The newspapers were in
tended to expose the New Left,
containing
such erudite
maxims as "War can only be
abolished through war."

AUTOS

ncore

2 2 1 E. Channel
9-2
Fri-Sat-Sun
465-8411

4219 Waterloo Road
9-2
Tues-Sat
931-3131

Ksin

QilHr

much more music, 5 OOO Watts
COME
— SE^
HEAR

them to.
The cost of the trip is $77L
which is .tut to Ojta
E7ri«^»dude '"?l
bed end
and perhaps a Br.trshr
Additional expenses will be
auired for the trip to Amstei
3"m and .he stay in Lundon

For more information con
tact James Shebl (946-2553).
Another class to London
and (optional) Amsterdam will
be offered by David Burke
(946-2596)."

The deposit I™1'"11

the class is canceled.
The University Center w ill
host a faculty presentation on
these and other courses lor the
1976 Study-Travel program on
Wednesday. Oct. 1 at 3: 30 p.m.

lures of Pacific is that one may
ha ve iidillerent major and st iII
work 011 the student paper."
He was referring to Ins
experience as a professor ol
journalism at I SC. "The stu
dents in my beginning class (in
newsw riling) arc a cut above
those at I SC.
"I don't see any reason to
have a department ol journal
ism here." replied Garrigues .
to a comment ol starting a
department in the future.
Before his stint at L SC lie
worked for the Los Angeles
Times for eight and a hall
years as a reporter and copy
editor. He covered the subur
ban sections ol Los Angeles as
well as City Hall.
He worked overseas 111
Geneva. Switzerland as the
press officer for the Interna
tional Labor Organization, as
well as here lor the state ol
California as the chief public
information officer lor the
Department ol Rehabilitation
in 1966-67.
His most recent assign
ment was as the editor ol the
Community Ad\ ocale a weekly
paper serving southeast Los
Angeles County.

Students win
privacy rights
in dorms

Sale: 1938 Plymouth. 2•door business coup. $500 as is.
(Call 931-3026.
|*69 F<ord W indow Van for sale,
|'2-pa ssenger Club Wagon.
'(U
-hateau
. cau interior. Air Cond
(Motorola AM-FM-8 trackslerieo. new shocks, new tires.
|$1.800 or trade tor convertible
|and cash. Call 951-2160.

\

I
I j HELP

WANTED

lv olunteer work experience at
|stockt 011 State Hospital safety
lolfice 2-4 hours per day. Call
I948-7238.
Delta Gamma needs kitchen
Ihelp. Call or see Mrs Anderit 462-0980.
I
|Wanted
Babysitter Irom 9-5
j.Monday through Friday . Loca(tion
011
campus.
Call
Ibelwi
wen
10-12
M011,da\. \\ odncsday and Friday or
|on luesday and Thursdays
If roil) 3-5 p.m. 946-2517.

r

•Need U good ty pist located conjveniently 011 campus
Call
.954-2566. After 5 p.m. call 95111537.

Lunch
Tomato Bisque/Cheese
Grilled Liver/On.
Beets in Sr. Cr.
Tacos
3-Layer Fruit Mold
Man'd. Or./Or. Mold
Orange Iced Cookie

THURSDAY, SEPT. 25
Breaklast
Peach Slices
Ralston
Poached Eggs
Coffee Cake. Almond
Lunch
Cheese Turkey Chow (letSidewalk Sandwich
Roast Beet
Tuna Noodle Cass.
Sw eet Spanish Onion
Carrot Coins/Parsley
Pineapple Mold
Avocado Mold
Fresh B'ruit

Dinnei
BBQ Turkey Thigh
Baked Thighs
Cheese Ham Bake
French Fried Circles
Broccoli Spears
Banana/Wh. Cr. Salad
Neapolitan Cake

Breakfasl

TUESDAY, SEPT. 23

Fresh Fruit
Cold Cereals
Raised Donuts

Breakfast

Lunch

1

Citrus Sections
Blueberry Pancakes
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Links
Cherrv Kuchen
Dinner
Baked Ham
Tamale Pie
Creamy Pot. Salad
Corn on the Cob
Spinach
Waldorf Salad
Cherry Cheese Cake

SUNDAY, SEPT. 21
Breakfast
Pear Halves
Cold Cereals
PA. Coffee Cake
Lunch
Applesauce
Fresh B ruit
Cheese or Plain Omelet
Bacon
Hash Browns
Sour Cream Colfee Cake
Dinner

For Free: Three kittens, one
gray and tw o black. Very affec
tionate and housetrained. If
interested call 466-8438.

MONDAY, SEPT. 22

Chesapeake
Fret Puppies.
Buy springer spaniel cross.
Friendly
companions—good
hunting dogs.
Cull 464-2608
after 5 p.m.

Pineapple Chunks
VVheathearts
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Cake Donuts

Breaklast

hard won freedom of sPeec|i'
salubrious and
fashion."

a

All high school and coll
l(
youth
are
invited t
participate, free of Char
in any of the three 0f|ei
areas of forensic competjtj
Students
need
not
competed
in
|0r
competition before
eligible.
For
any
information please com
Michael Beery-Folg|ase
Winters in the communicant
arts department. 946-2505

New area
offers clubs

work space

As a headquarters
workshop, the area is
equipped with an IBM
machine, a mimeograph
sign-making machine a
able through the informs
booth. The area oilers a
ter calendar of campus
university events which
dents are urged to che
fore planning activities.
Gary Kleemann, di
of the Center, suggests the
box provided each org
tion and club as a goodw
send and receive me:
File cabinets are also
able on a
checkout
through the information
The planning area i
ted between the theater ai
formation booth.

Dinner
Pork Chop
Huevo Ranehero
Whipped Pot./Gravy
Tahilian Style Veg.
Gaspaeho-Eliis Salad
Yellow Cake/Choc. Icing

SATURDAY. SEPT. 20

Tomato Juice/Ritz
P ot Roast of Beef
Parsley Blr. Pot.
Carrot Chunks
Kaiserhoff Salad

You ean score for sure in the
PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS
Somewhere, there is (he person
of your fantasies, that back
issue ol PLAYBOY, your lost
illegitimate child,
I. the answers
to the'accounting final or your 1
dirty gym shorts front high
school, Why wait a minute
longer- Call 946-2114 and gel
some action quick.

French Fried Shrimp
Lasagne
Quick Bake Potatoes
W.K. Corn
Green Vegetable
7-Sea Salad
Ice Cream

Pottage Dubarry
Grilled Cheese 011
Lalunne Bread
Meatball Stew
Potato Chips
Celery Sticks
Surprise Salad
Fruit Cocktail/Lemon
Cashew Cookies

Stir Fry Beef
Fish Divan Sand.
Poppyseed Noodles
Cut Green Beans
5-Cup Salad
Lemon Meringue Pie

American Revolution and.
forefathers's
fight
freedom.
"The BYD will
•till
America s youth to exert k

The program pia„J|
area of the University CeniA
equipped and ready for use#
any of the 65 student clubs'
organizations on campus.

Dinner

Lunch

Dinner

Chris llcbard ripped oil rugs
outside the University Center.
Part ol Country Joe stage.
Fairbrook 6w ns. Put buck rugs
in University Center anony
mously.

College
Campus
Itepreseniativi needed to sell Brand
Name Stereo Components to
students at lowest prices. High
commission. NO investment
required. Serious inquiries
ONLY? FAD COMPONENTS
INC. 20 Passaic Ave.. Fairfield New Jersey 07006. JerryDiamond 201-227-6814.

*
*
*
*

Paul's Menu is provided as a service to students
who utilize the campus dining halls. 11 you wish to see
the menu continued in the Pacifican on a regulai
basis, we ask that you contact us at (946-) 2114 or send
a note to the Pacifican, campus mail. Due to produc
tion technicalities, the menu will only be continued ii
enough student response warrants it. Also, il you
would like to see the vegetarian menu in addition,
please tell us.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 19

from pg- one

1

THE MAIN purpose of this
course is to study the art in the
major museums and British
architecture. Readings will be
required before the trip, but no
papers or exams will be given.
Burke states that he will need
that stuto satisfy himself
—

Paul's M

Classified Ads

7555 Pacific Ave.
Fri-Sat 9-2
and after hours 'til 4
478-41 1 1

dents have seen what he wants

for Milan and the cost is $875.
The cost includes hotel ac
comodations. breaklast and
motorcoach. It does not in
clude lunches, passport fees
and laundry.

The lour-week course w ill
* * * ••
leave San Francisco 011 Jan. 4
*
W
H
«
"
"
„
„
„
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*
+

(CPS) A U.S. District
Court judge in Michigan has
ruled that students are en
titled to the same rights ol pri
vacy in dormitoriesas adults in
their homes. The ruling stems
from a suit brougjil by two
Grand Valley State College stu
dents who were suspended
when college officials lound
maijuana in their dorm room.

IT IS LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
AT THE FOLLOWING ...

•

Deposits for Italy and
Londoa trips needed soon
Deposits for two winter
term classes to Italy and Lon
don are due Nov. 1. The depo
sits are non-refundable unless
the
class
is
canceled.

assistant dean of COP, said the
interdiscipline will prepare
students to go directly into
industrial and govermental
positions such
as space
reasearch or NASA.

Two new interdisciplinary
degree programs have begun
this fall in the sciences, while
the
art
department
is
introducing a bachelor ol fine
arts degree.

courses
term

Winter

BYD

ASU
OP President Karen Aki
?n, coordinator for the Sec
Legal Rights Uonlcrcnci
!()P in San Francisco, are

Bananas
Roman Meal
Cream Cheese See. Egg
Hash Browns
Jelly Snails
Lunch

By CRAIG A1TKEN

Leek & Potato Soup
Sebastian Sandw ich
Plain Meat
Cheese Souffle
Spinach/Sour Cream
Onion Rings
Double Straw. Mold
Peach Deluxe
Fresh Fruit

he Second Annual Nation
inference on Student Le
I lights, emphasizing stu
l/faculty/administration
action with concern to uni
!ty governance, will 1)1
•d this year by ASUOl a
meraton-Paluce Hotel 11
'rancisco Oct. 17-19
•etween 200 and :i0„ stll
leaders from uni versa u
[colleges across the c
ire expected "to" uUencl'thl
:"day conference
conference.

Dinnei
All Campus BBQ
Anderson Lawn
Steak
Sauteed Mushrooms
Corn on the Cob
Butter
Sliced Tomatoes
Ice Cream Sandw iches
Ice Cream Novelties

WEDNESDAY, SEP

v.
American a"
-fsity Proiec«S°t U'tion
'Hisort College
,ird Van AUtf
Nr of the ".'j10'

0

pnli"1 S<"
1 °'«-'SNOI

, Union and ,
'*(
|nstitutionu" 1,1, olosso1
w at
xsity
Duki

24

Breakfast
Grapetruit Sections
Oatmeal
Grilled French Toast
Hot Apple Slices
Bacon
Jelly Donuts

Singer Mimi Farina

PSAtells
UOP to!
buzz off

toApaUru0PslUdenls rein

lce
r-c Tttlc'Pute in
i„ the
„ con
d
1

special
1 ^'duc
Popular folksinger Mimi Farina w ill headline a special I* The re^'"
,Wr KU0,>-™ «« Thursday at 8 p.m. in lheW*n f
$50 regjs
ee
' ". arina has recorded several alliums and ha* Tam mat,,,.-Ut?es fo°d, ,,j
f
formed 3* benefit concerts
the,as, vcar. Sister... Joan We Shera*?* a"<« meaR
•Heab

others'.

Lunch
Lentil Soup
Reuben Sandw ich
Corned Beef
Chicken Pot pje
Mixed Vegetables
Frosted Or./Peach
Apple Fluff
Frosted Blueberry Sq.

"''so 1

ls

I

I

1

"Iear,u*d al an early

age

the joy of douig^jP meniber

T)
Tin
t
l
'" is $ 15'S$2n''' kS11''h-s "wtl
ltUart r*20 *'th nu
-reen ,
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Gn
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